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Summary

The event of Extempore was organized by the Literary Club was aimed providing an
exposure to the students to speak in public.
As in recent times the importance of communication skills has become important for all,
it is also seen as a skill which students shy away from.
As per the rules, students were given the topic on the spot and asked to think and
prepare in just one minute and then speak their thought for a minute.
A total of twenty one students participated who were given topics from social issues,
politics, Bollywood, management and others.
To judge the event, Mr. Adhiraj Mehra was invited who is a start-up advisor, Branding &
Marketing Consultant and a passionate speaker himself.
He completed his MBA from Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
and has also been a guest faculty at the same Institute. He is also a co-founder of two
Entrepreneurial Ventures.
Students showed a lot of enthusiasm and vigor. Before announcing the winners the
judge addressed the students and congratulated all of them for the courage they had
shown by participating and standing in front of the audience. Mr. Adhiraj shared his
experience of public speaking which students were able to relate to.
The anchors also invited the participants to share their experience and talk about how
they were able to overcome their anxiety of stage.
Apart from the 1st, 2nd & 3rd Prize, there were two consolations prizes as well.
The experiences shared by the students were very cheerful as they all believed that
making an effort and taking the first step is the most valuable lesson learnt from the
event.
They all felt motivated to keep trying and improving themselves in future.
The event was a success.
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